DATASBASES & WEB SITES

CIA World Factbook - provides information on the history, people, government, economy, geography, communications, transportation, military, and transnational issues for 267 world entities.

Global Road Warrior - country facts, demographics, essential terms, health & medical, society & culture, technical/internet, transportation, travel essentials, and much more.

Mango Languages - uses real-life situations and actual conversations to more effectively teach a new language.

Pew Research Center: Religion & Public Life: Data & Resources - numbers, facts and trends shaping your world. The project conducts surveys, demographic studies and other social science research to examine a wide range of issues concerning religion and society in the United States and around the world.

Social Explorer – quick and easy access to current and historical census data and demographic information.

World Christian Database – provides comprehensive statistical information on world religions, Christian denominations, and people

World Data Analyst - Create tables and charts comparing countries across multiple statistical categories, or focus on statistics for a single country. Data reflects the most recent available statistics as well as changes over time. Data spans up to 90 years.
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